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Abstract: Indoor environment model reconstruction has emerged as a significant and challenging task
in terms of the provision of a semantically rich and geometrically accurate indoor model. Recently, there
has been an increasing amount of research related to indoor environment reconstruction. Therefore,
this paper reviews the state-of-the-art techniques for the three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction
of indoor environments. First, some of the available benchmark datasets for 3D reconstruction
of indoor environments are described and discussed. Then, data collection of 3D indoor spaces
is briefly summarized. Furthermore, an overview of the geometric, semantic, and topological
reconstruction of the indoor environment is presented, where the existing methodologies, advantages,
and disadvantages of these three reconstruction types are analyzed and summarized. Finally, future
research directions, including technique challenges and trends, are discussed for the purpose of
promoting future research interest. It can be concluded that most of the existing indoor environment
reconstruction methods are based on the strong Manhattan assumption, which may not be true
in a real indoor environment, hence limiting the effectiveness and robustness of existing indoor
environment reconstruction methods. Moreover, based on the hierarchical pyramid structures and
the learnable parameters of deep-learning architectures, multi-task collaborative schemes to share
parameters and to jointly optimize each other using redundant and complementary information
from different perspectives show their potential for the 3D reconstruction of indoor environments.
Furthermore, indoor–outdoor space seamless integration to achieve a full representation of both
interior and exterior buildings is also heavily in demand.

Keywords: indoor environment; geometric modeling; semantic modeling; topological modeling;
scene reconstruction

1. Introduction

According to an investigation by the Environmental Protection Agency, more than 75% of the
population throughout the world live in towns and cities and spend almost 90% of their time inside
buildings [1]. Human beings usually perform many indoor activities related to work, shopping, leisure,
dining, sport, and so on. To facilitate these human activities, an indispensable factor is the availability
of indoor spatial information representation for satisfying the requirement of different applications.
Moreover, with the rise of urban populations and the prevalence of large-scale buildings (e.g., airports,
train stations, shopping malls, and hospitals) in current society, there is also a growing demand for
up-to-date spatial layouts of indoor environments [2] and information regarding the objects contained
within them [3].
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In recent years, three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of indoor environments has emerged as a
significant and challenging task [4] in terms of the provision of a semantically rich and geometrically
accurate indoor model. As a matter of fact, it is also fundamental for many applications, such as
navigation guidance [5], emergency management [6], building maintenance and renovation planning [7],
and a range of indoor location-based services (e.g., way-finding, contextualized content delivery) [8].
For example, people without any interior experience can browse online furniture departments, which
offer 3D digital models of their products, and decide what to buy with the help of experts or digital
expert systems [9]. Furthermore, semantically rich and geometrically accurate indoor models provide
critical information (such as door locations used for exits, opening directions of doors, locations of
indoor spaces and their topological relationships, and semantic attributes of indoor spaces) for indoor
navigation services [5].

The generation of an indoor space model first needs proper implementation of sensors (e.g., camera
(monocular [10], stereo [11], video [12], or panoramic [13], laser scanning [14], depth camera [15],
etc.) to collect indoor scene data, which help to accurately model the whole indoor scene and
which make contributions to the efficiency of the reconstructed model in the subsequent procedures.
For example, an inexpensive depth sensor, such as Microsoft Kinect, can be used to quickly digitize
and reconstruct an indoor 3D model using streams of depth and color images. Moreover, terrestrial or
mobile laser-scanning systems are significantly advanced because they can easily and rapidly capture
the detailed geometry information of indoor environments. Following this, a proper algorithm is
required to reconstruct an indoor space model from the incoming data. The modeling of an indoor
environment can be represented, ranging from mesh models [16] and computer-aided design (CAD)
geometrical models [17] to object-based parametric models [18,19]. These models are generally
reconstructed to satisfy the requirements of different applications. For instance, digital geometric
modeling is offered for the purpose of architectural design and simulation [20]. In addition to this
model, a building’s spatial information is also defined and organized by several spatial data standards,
such as Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) [21], City Geography Markup Language (CityGML) [22],
and Indoor Geography Markup Language (IndoorGML), to support location-based services and other
indoor applications.

However, unlike their outdoor counterparts, the 3D reconstruction of indoor environments
still poses specific challenges due to the nature of the complicated layout of the indoor structure,
the complex interactions between objects, clutter, and occlusions [23]. For example, a lack of view
coverage makes it hard to obtain data about walls, floors, and other structures of interest during data
collection, leading to unsatisfactory reconstruction results [24]. Another typical example is the difficulty
in recovering interior structures and the topological relationships (e.g., connectivity, containment, or
adjacency) between them. Additionally, weakly textured regions (such as featureless walls or floors)
commonly exist in indoor environments, which causes photo-consistency measurement errors [25].
Obviously, sensor noise and outliers further complicate the reconstruction processes. Furthermore,
major appearance differences, illumination, and view changes across different scenes also make it
remarkably challenging to automatically and robustly produce an indoor model.

To address these challenges, numerous methods have been developed in recent years related
to 3D reconstruction of indoor environments; however, this is still an active research topic in both
computer graphics and computer vision fields. By searching for keywords in Web of Science, Figure 1
summarizes the publication statistics related to the 3D reconstruction of indoor environments, covering
the period from 2000 to 2019. These keywords included combinations of “indoor scene,” “indoor
environment,” “reconstruction,” “modeling,” “depth estimation,” “simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM),” “layout estimation,” “semantic segmentation,” and “topology.” From 2010 onward,
a significant increase in the number of such studies can be observed, which suggests the growing
importance of this research topic. Therefore, this paper presents a systematic review of the techniques
of 3D reconstruction of indoor environments. Because of the importance in the development of
indoor environment reconstruction, in Section 2 we first provide a brief description of some available
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benchmark datasets in order to evaluate the performance of different algorithms. Then, the data
collection process of 3D indoor space features is explained in Section 3, before a detailed analysis and
summaries of the existing studies related to the 3D reconstruction of indoor environments are offered
in Section 4, which can be divided into different categories according to their inherent principles and
application requirements. This section focuses on the introduction of the relevant theories, as well
as their advantages and disadvantages, instead of a quantitative analysis. Finally, a discussion of
future research considerations is presented with our own conclusions about the state of the art of 3D
reconstruction of indoor environments in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
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Figure 1. Publication statistics related to the three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of indoor environments.

2. Benchmark Datasets

Benchmark datasets play a significant role in the objective verification of the performance and
robustness of developed algorithms. To date, an increasing number of datasets dedicated to various
applications have become available, which are of great importance to measure the current state of
the art. In this section, the available benchmark datasets are classified according to their primary
purposes, and corresponding brief descriptions are also provided. It should be noted that most available
benchmark datasets are constructed for multi-tasks, rather than a single specific task only. Moreover,
to the best of our knowledge, there is no benchmark available for qualitatively and quantitatively
evaluating topological modeling, although numerous methods have been developed to represent
topological relationships.

2.1. Geometric Modeling Benchmark Datasets

2.1.1. Imperial College London and National University of Ireland Maynooth (ICL-NUIM)

The Imperial College London and National University of Ireland Maynooth (ICL-NUIM)
dataset [26] is collected from handheld RGB-D (“D” refers to a “depth” or “distance” channel)
camera sequences for evaluating visual odometry, 3D reconstruction, and SLAM algorithms, which
not only offers ground-truth camera pose information for every frame, but also enables the user to
fully quantify the accuracy of the final map or surface reconstruction produced.

2.1.2. Technical University of Munich (TUM)

The Technical University of Munich (TUM) dataset [27] contains RGB and depth images captured
using Microsoft Kinect. The 39 image sequences are recorded over an office environment and an
industrial hall, and the corresponding ground-truth trajectory is provided for evaluating tasks such as
visual odometry and SLAM. This dataset covers a large variety of scenes and cameras for evaluating
specific situations (e.g., slow motion, longer trajectories with or without loop closure detection).
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2.1.3. European Robotics Challenge (EuRoc)

The European Robotics Challenge (EuRoC) dataset [28] consists of 11 stereo sequences covering
three different environments: two indoor rooms and one industrial scene. According to the flight speed,
lighting conditions, and texture conditions of the drone, different datasets are presented. Each dataset
provides a complete image frame and accurate ground-truth data, as well as important parameters for
capturing the camera’s internal information and that of other sensors.

2.1.4. Multisensory Indoor Mapping and Position (MiMAP)

The International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS) benchmark on
multisensory indoor mapping and position (MiMAP) is the first dataset that links the multiple tasks
of light detection and ranging (LiDAR)-based SLAM, building information model (BIM) feature
extraction, and smartphone-based indoor positioning all together [29]. This benchmark includes three
datasets: an indoor LiDAR-based SLAM dataset, a BIM feature extraction dataset, and an indoor
positioning dataset. Each scene in the dataset contains point clouds from the multi-beam laser scanner,
images from fisheye lens cameras, and records from the attached smartphone sensors based in indoor
environments of various complexities. The MiMAP project provides a common framework for the
evaluation and comparison of LiDAR-based SLAM, automated BIM feature extraction, and multisensory
indoor positioning.

2.1.5. International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS) Benchmark on
Indoor Modeling

The ISPRS benchmark on indoor modeling datasets [30] consists of several point clouds (including
Technische Universität Braunschweig 1 (TUB1), TUB2, Fire Brigade, Uvigo, University of Melbourne
(UoM), and Grainger Museum) captured from different sensors in indoor environments of different
complexities to enable comparison of the performance of indoor modeling methods.

2.2. Semantic Modeling Benchmark Datasets

2.2.1. SUN RGB-D

The Scene Understanding (SUN) RGB-D dataset [31] contains 10,335 RGB-D images from four
different sensors with dense annotations, and it also includes 146,617 two-dimensional (2D) polygons
and 64,595 3D bounding boxes with accurate object orientations, as well as a 3D room layout and scene
category for each image. For this dataset, half of the images are allocated to training, while the other
half to testing, in order to evaluate scene classification, semantic segmentation, 3D object detection,
object orientation, room layout estimation, and total scene understanding.

2.2.2. ScanNet

ScanNet [32] is a large RGB-D video dataset with 2.5 million data frames across 1513 scenes. These
1513 scans represent 707 distinct spaces, including small ones such as closets, bathrooms, and utility
rooms, and large spaces such as classrooms, apartments, and libraries, annotated with 3D camera
poses, surface reconstructions, and semantic segmentation. This dataset is divided into 1205 scans for
training and another 312 scans for testing.

2.2.3. New York University (NYU) Depth

The New York University (NYU) depth dataset consists of video sequences from various indoor
scenes. NYU depth v1 [33] and v2 [34] were introduced in 2011 and 2012, respectively, both captured
using Microsoft Kinect. For NYU depth v1, there are 64 different indoor scenes, 7 scene-level classes,
and 2347 dense labeled frames, divided into 60% for training and 40% for testing. NYU depth
v2 contains 1449 RGB-D images describing 464 diverse indoor scenes across 26 scene-level classes,
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and detailed annotations are provided for each image. This dataset is divided into 795 images for
training and 664 images for testing.

2.2.4. Stanford Two-Dimensional-Three-Dimensional (2D-3D)-Semantic Dataset

The Stanford 2D-3D-Semantic dataset [35] offers a large-scale indoor space dataset, capturing 2D,
2.5D, and 3D data with instance-level semantic and geometric annotations. The dataset is collected in
six large-scale indoor areas, including three different buildings of educational use and three of office
use, which covers more than 6000 m2 and contains 70,000 RGB images, along with the corresponding
depths, surface normal, semantic annotations, global XYZ images, and camera information.

2.2.5. Matterport3D

Matterport3D [36] offers a large and diverse RGB-D dataset for indoor environments. It contains
10,800 panoramic views from 194,400 RGB-D images describing indoor scenes of 90 buildings. Unlike
other datasets, it includes both depth and color 360 panoramas for each viewpoint, annotated by surface
reconstructions, camera poses, and 2D and 3D semantic segmentations. The precise global alignment
and comprehensive, diverse panoramic views over entire buildings enable keypoint matching, view
overlap prediction, normal prediction from color, semantic segmentation, and region classification.

3. Data Collection of 3D Indoor Spaces

Nowadays, there are many ways to collect or obtain 3D data of indoor spaces. In this section,
we summarize the following three ways: single-view depth estimation, multi-view depth estimation
and SLAM. It should be noted that an increasing number of data-collection methods or sensors (such
as radar [37]) are emerging for different indoor applications.

3.1. Single-View Depth Estimation

The main goal of depth estimation is to directly estimate the depth of image pixels for reflecting
the real 3D scene observed in an image. Single-view depth estimation allows the depth information to
be recovered only using a monocular image [38]. The searching keywords included combinations of
“single image/view depth estimation,” “monocular depth estimation,” and “indoor scene/environment.”
Figure 2 lists the publication statistics related to monocular depth estimation. It is well-known that
spatial context is usually introduced to encode the relationships between neighboring entities for
guaranteeing spatial consistency across the images. To introduce the spatial context, Liu et al. [39]
developed a discrete–continuous graphical model, where the data term was defined based on the
retrieved candidate depth map, while the smooth term was constructed using the occlusion relationships
between neighboring super-pixels. Without any additional priors, Zhuo [40] organized the super-pixel,
region, and layout layers into a hierarchical framework, where the local, mid-level, and high-level
information was encoded under the conditional random field model, with the primary purpose of
estimating depth from a monocular image.

Unlike the previous work that used hand-crafted features with prior information, deep-learning
techniques show superior performance in feature representation for depth estimation. Eder et al. [41]
established a convolutional neural network into which the principal curvature was integrated for jointly
estimating dense depth, surface normal, and the boundaries from a single omnidirectional image.
Roy et al. [42] combined a convolutional neural network and regression forests, where individual
regression results were integrated into a final depth estimation, based on a monocular image. Without
considering any prior information, Liu et al. [43] jointly adopted both a continuous conditional random
field and a deep convolutional neural network for carrying out depth estimations from a single image.
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Figure 2. Publication statistics related to monocular depth estimation.

3.2. Multi-View Depth Estimation

Multi-view depth estimation collects multi-view images from calibrated or uncalibrated cameras
to reconstruct a dense 3D representation of the scene based on camera parameters and poses, which
has always been a hot topic in photogrammetry and computer vision communities. By searching for
keywords in Web of Science, Figure 3 summarizes the publication statistics related to multi-view depth
estimation ranging from 2000 to 2019. The searching keywords included combinations of “multi-view
depth estimation,” “indoor scene/environment,” and “multi-view stereo.”
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Figure 4 shows an example of multi-view reconstruction with multiple calibration cameras. Given
the calibrated images and the reconstructed geometry, a super-resolution texture map based on 3D
geometry models from multiple images can be estimated [44]. This method produces better-textured
models with a higher level of detail than that based on a single image.
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However, the image alignment easily affects the quality of the texture map, and the computation
volume remarkably increases with the number of input images. Besides the classical algorithm of
bundle adjustment, traditional multi-view stereo methods focus on computing plane sweep volume and
optimizing photometric error functions to measure the similarity between patches for depth estimation.
Collins et al. [45] proposed a simple plane sweeping method for sequentially regularizing the cost
volume. Furukawa et al. [46] presented a multi-view stereo algorithm by introducing local photometric
consistency and global visibility constraints to produce a dense depth map. Galliani et al. [47] iteratively
propagated and refined per-view 3D depth and normal field to maximize the defined photo consistency
measure for generating high-quality multi-view matching. Moreover, other complementary information
has been added into the reconstruction procedure in order to enhance the performance. For example,
Langguth et al. [48] introduced shape-from-shading energy into the reconstruction optimization
procedure. Based on the Manhattan assumption, Langguth et al. [48] also used Markov random
field to perform plane hypothesis-based optimization for improving the reconstruction performance,
especially at the weakly textured regions. Häne et al. [49] jointly conducted semantic segmentation
and dense reconstruction, where the former is able to provide information about the likelihood of the
surface direction and the latter can offer the likelihood of the semantic class. The structure-from-motion
(SfM) technique [50], as a type of multi-view depth estimation, is a successful reconstruction method
that utilizes RGB information. Most SfM systems for unordered image collections are incremental,
starting with a few images, repeatedly matching features between two images, adding matched images,
triangulating feature matches, and performing optimizations to refine camera poses.

Just like other applications, deep-learning techniques have also shown their superior performance
in multi-view depth estimation. In more recent years, convolutional neural networks have been
introduced to measure the similarity among patches [51]. Ji et al. [52] developed an end-to-end
multi-view stereo learning framework, which directly learns both the photo consistency and geometric
structure relationships of surfaces. Huang et al. [53] used a deep convolutional neural network
to aggregate information from a set of pre-produced plane sweep volumes for multi-view stereo
reconstruction. Yao et al. [54] developed an end-to-end multi-view stereo architecture for depth
estimation, where the reconstruction problem is decoupled into per-view depth estimation by
establishing the cost volume. To address the memory consumption from which the previous work [53]
suffered in terms of reconstructing high-resolution scenes, Yao et al. [55] also designed a recurrent neural
network-based multi-view stereo framework by regularizing the cost volume in a sequential way.
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3.3. Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)

A more general framework as a real-time version of the SfM technique is the SLAM method [56],
where a mapping system starts motion from an unknown location in an unknown environment to
estimate its own positions according to the surrounding environment during the movement, while
using its own positions to build an incremental map. SLAM is the process of capturing and recovering
the geometrical structures of the whole scene by using either active (e.g., laser sensor [57] and
depth cameras [58]) or passive (e.g., monocular [59] and binocular stereo [60]) sensing techniques.
Figure 5 summarizes the publication statistics related to SLAM, covering the period from 2000
to 2019, after searching for the keywords in Web of Science. The searching keywords included
combinations of “indoor scene, indoor environment, reconstruction, simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM).” Moreover, according to the type of sensor, several public datasets with ground truth
data (e.g., ICL-NUIM, TUM, EuRoC) have been released for evaluating the performance of different
methods. Leonard and Whyte [61] originally developed a SLAM system called extended Kalman filter
(EKF)-SLAM, where the probabilistic method was used to alleviate the effect of the inaccurate sensors,
and this system has become the standard implementation.
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Figure 5. Publication statistics related to simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM).

After a period of development of more than 30 years, visual SLAM has achieved remarkable
results, especially with the appearance of Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB)-SLAM2, which have
pushed the traditional visual SLAM system to its peak. However, when single-feature-based SLAM
systems are used in low-textured scenes, the performance of their positioning and mapping is often
degraded. Modern visual SLAM has gradually developed into a multi-feature, multi-sensor, and deep
learning-based method. Unlike the ORB-SLAM solution, the Point-Line-Semi-direct Monocular
Visual Odometry (PL-SVO) [62] was developed based on point–line features, where incremental pose
estimation is performed and the non-linear minimum reprojection error of point–line features is jointly
used to achieve camera motion estimation. Furthermore, a complete binocular Point-Line- SLAM
system (PL-SLAM) was also developed, which was built on PL-SVO [62]. Based on the ORB-SLAM
system, Pumarola [63] incorporated line features for designing a monocular point and line SLAM
that builds a tracking model. Gomez et al. [62] proposed adaptively weighing the errors of different
features according to their covariance matrix. In addition to the traditional reprojection error of the
endpoints for establishing a Gauss–Newton estimation model by minimizing the angle observation,
Wang et al. [64] proposed adjusting the weight ratio of the points and lines based on the estimation of
the camera state residuals. Semantic SLAM raises image features to the object level and provides an
understanding of the surrounding environment. Combined with the currently emerging deep-learning
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methods, the results of semantic segmentation and target detection can provide SLAM with higher-level
information. More recently, researchers have used the expectation maximization (EM) method [65],
as well as different dynamic object detection methods, to remove the dynamic object. Consequently,
data association is performed through the probability model, where the objects detected in the image
are correctly mapped to the 3D objects that are already present in the map data, thus generating more
robust results.

4. Overview of the Research Methodology for 3D Reconstruction of Indoor Environments

This section covers the progress in the field of indoor environment modeling, which can be
divided into three aspects according to the modeling purpose: geometry modeling, semantic modeling,
and topological modeling. Figure 6 summarizes techniques available for the 3D reconstruction of
indoor environments. The main purpose of geometry modeling is to fully recover 3D geometry of the
indoor environment, including polygonal structural elements modeling (e.g., walls, floors, ceils, doors,
windows), room layout estimation, and indoor–outdoor seamless modeling. These generated models
can be evaluated based on the benchmarks (e.g., ICL-NUM, TUM, EuRoc, MiMAP, ISPRS benchmark
on indoor modeling). Semantic modeling focuses on semantic labeling (e.g., object types) using the
machine-learning or deep-learning framework. The common datasets (e.g., SUN RGB-D, ScanNet,
NYU depth, Stanford 2D-3D-Semantic dataset, Matterport3D) are generally used as benchmarks to
verify the interpretation results. Topological modeling is mainly used to recover the topological
relationships (e.g., connectivity, containment, or adjacency) between indoor space units, which is
represented by subdivision-based methods, grid-based methods, and hybrid methods.
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4.1. Geometry Modeling

4.1.1. Polygonal-Structured Model

The generation of 3D building models has many far-reaching applications in the architectural
engineering and construction community. However, manually creating a polygonal 3D model of a set
of floor plans is non-trivial and requires skill and time. Currently, researchers are trying to automate
the reconstruction of 3D building models. In this section, it is shown that a polygonal-structured model
mainly focuses on determining structural elements (e.g., walls, ceilings, and floors) or wall-surface
features (e.g., windows and doors). In addition, public datasets, such as the ISPRS benchmark on the
indoor reconstruction dataset, are used as benchmark datasets and a common evaluation framework is
used for a comparison of the performance of different methods.

To design and modify a complex 3D architectural building, 2D architectural drawings often provide
a more effective means to this end. With architectural and semantic information, 2D architectural
drawings as effective data sources have been used for the reconstruction of 3D building models.
Nevertheless, most drawings take the form of floor plans, which portray an orthographic projection of
each building level using a set of standardized symbols regarding architectural elements. Based on
this fact, vectorization and symbol recognition play important roles in reconstruction, and numerous
methods for which 2D architectural drawings serve as the input for generating the associated 3D
models have been developed. For instance, So et al. [66] developed a semi-automated reconstruction
method of virtual 3D building models from 2D architectural drawings to improve the efficiency of
the previous manual reconstruction process. Lu et al. [67] combined the architectural information
in multiple drawings, semantics, and prior knowledge to reconstruct a 3D building model from
2D architectural drawings. Lee et al. [68] presented a framework for viewing images in order to
implement perception-based techniques, as well as a hinging-angle scheme for interactive sketching.
Horna et al. [69] proposed a formal representation of the consistency constraint for 3D reconstruction and
its associated topological models. Li et al. [70] performed an efficient reconstruction from architectural
drawings, where matching and classification algorithms were used to reduce the interaction during the
3D reconstruction. Although these methods based on 2D architectural drawings have been presented,
complete automation for generating 3D building models from 2D architectural drawings has failed to
be achieved due to the ambiguities or inconsistencies of architectural representations [71].

Besides digitalization and extrusion from 2D architectural plans into 3D polygonal models,
the development of laser-scanning systems (e.g., terrestrial or mobile) and photogrammetric techniques
using images offers practical solutions to render real 3D indoor environments. The existing methods
related to parametric-structured models directly derived from raw 3D data can be generally divided
into structural element extraction methods and space decomposition-and-reconstruction methods.

Structural element extraction methods usually follow the strong Manhattan assumption when
modeling complex indoor environments, and divide the indoor scene into ceilings, walls, and floors
using normal analysis methods [72], least square-based methods [73], region-growing methods [73],
random sample consensus (RANSAC)-based methods [74], and threshold-independent Bayesian
sampling consensus (BaySAC) [75]. Figure 7 shows an example of a structural element extraction
method, which can be considered a polygonal-structured modeling paradigm, including the building
structure detection stage and the associated parameterized (or vectorized) stage. Under the strong
Manhattan assumption, the main architecture of buildings consists of a set of planar primitives, which
offers key insights behind most structural element extraction methods. However, the Manhattan
assumption might not be true in the real environment, hence limiting the usage of this method.
Jung et al. [76] conducted plane detection using the RANSAC algorithm and tracked the boundaries
for outline extraction. Wang et al. [77] detected and classified building components using the
region-growing algorithm for building an information model. Ning et al. [72] identified wall structures
based on a normal variant and created a 3D model using the extracted wall structures. To produce
a more realistic parametric model, Previtali et al. [74] extracted planar primitives using a modified
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RANSAC technique, further refined the extracted planar primitives using a graph cut algorithm,
and finally detected both doors and windows using the ray tracing method for generating the CityGML
or IFC model. Without using any prior information, Shi et al. [78] carried out 3D segmentation by
using a combination of different information, and then reconstructed the room layout for generating
a semantic 3D model. Instead of extracting the 3D main structures of buildings, Hong et al. [79]
modeled the main wall structures in the 2D domain to extract the 2D floor boundary, which can then be
further combined with vertical modeling for producing a 3D wireframe model from point cloud data.
To accurately detect the main architectural structures, Michailidis and Pajarola [80] focused on openings
(e.g., windows and doors) extraction of cluttered and occluded indoor scenes from point clouds using
Bayesian graph cut methods. More recently, research focusing on the classification and labeling issue
of objects shows superior performance for machine-learning and deep-learning techniques, which is a
prerequisite for subsequent applications. Unlike the previous planar detection methods to extract the
main structures of buildings, Wang et al. [14] presented semantic classification methods to establish a
semantic line-based framework for indoor building modeling, and to use the conditional generative
adversarial nets method for optimizing the occlusion situation.
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Figure 7. An example of a structural element extraction method. (a) Raw point clouds; (b) plane
segmentation; (c) boundary extraction; (d) final wireframe model. In (b), different planes are randomly
rendered in different colors. In (c), the extracted boundary points are rendered in black.

The space decomposition-and-reconstruction methods use prior knowledge of indoor
architectural structures and formulate the scene reconstruction issue into an indoor space
decomposition-and-reconstruction problem in order to achieve a more robust reconstruction result.
Similar to structural element extraction methods, most of the space decomposition-and-reconstruction
methods are also conducted based on the strong Manhattan assumption. With regard to the space
decomposition-and-reconstruction methods, the room units are defined from different perspectives.
Figure 8 outlines examples of space decomposition-and-reconstruction methods [20], where the
units of the building (i.e., rooms) are partitioned and modeled, separately. Although these space
decomposition-and-reconstruction methods improve the robustness and performance or reconstruction
by partitioning the complex indoor spaces into individual simple rooms, the quality of the 3D models is
also affected by the segmentation results. More recently, the scanner positions or the motion trajectories
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usually offer important information for individual room segmentation. By exploiting the knowledge of
the scanner position, Mura et al. [81] carried out the candidate wall-based space partitioning algorithm
for automatically segmenting individual rooms, and modeled each room as a 3D polygon model.
Tang et al. [82] partitioned the indoor environment into several units by the start–stop strategy, and then
extracted and modeled the main architectural structures (e.g., walls, floors, ceilings, and windows)
from RGB-D images for establishing semantically rich 3D indoor models stored in CityGML 3.0
standard. Although the scanner positions or the motion trajectories enhance partition performance,
they are not always available. Without using timestamp information, Wang et al. [83] presented
a graph cut-based labeling framework for reconstructing structural walls from the extracted line
primitives, and then reconstructed rooms for generating 3D pylon models. To guarantee the integrity
of the space partitioning and space geometric regularity, Li et al. [84] developed a comprehensive
segmentation-based method for multi-story indoor environment reconstruction, where multi-story
buildings can be segmented into several floors using a peak–nadir–peak strategy and where each floor
can be partitioned into rooms and corridors. Similar to the previous line primitive-based methods [83],
Pang et al. [85] integrated space boundary and Boolean difference for indoor space extraction to
produce an indoor model with geometric, semantic, and relationship information. Instead of assuming
the Manhattan world, Yang et al. [20] constructed complex indoor environments with both straight and
curved wall structures by minimizing an energy function based on Markov random field formulation.
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Figure 8. Examples of space decomposition-and-reconstruction methods. (a) Space decomposition;
(b) reconstruction result.

In summary, the existing 2D architectural drawing-based solutions share a common pipeline for
automated conversion of 2D environments into 3D models. However, most architectural drawings take
the form of floor plans with various levels of detail and use varying graphic symbols, which results in
ambiguities or inconsistencies in architectural representations. Structural element extraction methods
usually exploit model-fitting methods to fit geometric primitives (such as planes, cylinders, spheres,
and cones) and then use these to compute intersections and corners [86], which is easily affected by
noises or occlusions. Meanwhile space decomposition-and-reconstruction methods formulate scene
reconstruction into an indoor space decomposition problem, and can be used in cluttered indoor
environments. However, the over-segmentation issues from which the room segmentation algorithms
suffer need to be optimized at the post-processing stage. Also, both structural element extraction
methods and space decomposition-and-reconstruction methods mainly focus on the architectural
structures of buildings. In addition to the architectural structures of buildings, interior objects are
also modeled by using model retrieval methods [10,18,24,87,88] to generate more complete indoor
scene models. Moreover, the quantitative evaluation in geometry between the derived model and the
ground truth data is useful for comparing the geometric quality [89].
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4.1.2. Room Layout Estimation

Reconstructing the room layout of an indoor environment is based on locating the boundaries
of the walls, floors, and ceilings [90], which offers high-level contextual information about the scene
(even in cluttered environments) [91]. However, since the presence of clutter results in the occlusions,
most of the existing methods are generally based on inherent geometric assumptions (e.g., Manhattan
or even box-shaped layout) to delineate the key corner positions or boundaries that specify the room
layout. According to the different perspectives of layout estimation, the existing methods can be
categorized into area-based methods [92] (as shown in Figure 9a), edge-based methods [93] (as shown
in Figure 9b), keypoint (corner)-based methods [94] (as shown in Figure 9c), and hybrid methods [95]
(as shown in Figure 9d). Obviously, these methods are based on prior knowledge of the real indoor
environment and interpret the scene layouts from different perspectives (i.e., region, edge, corner).
However, most of these methods fall under a strong geometry assumption (e.g., Manhattan geometry).
For complicated layouts (e.g., L-shaped layouts, curved walls), these methods might be not applicable.
Meanwhile, public datasets, e.g., NYU, SUN RGB-D, Stanford 2D-3D-Semantic dataset, are used as
benchmarks to evaluate these methods.
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Figure 9. Typical examples of different methods. (a) Area-based methods; (b) edge-based methods;
(c) keypoint (corner)-based methods; (d) hybrid methods.

Area-based methods generally rely on the geometric features of local regions, such as the geometric
context and orientation map, to determine the spatial orientation using the vanishing point-based
method [96] (as shown in Figure 10); then, the optimal layout scheme is selected from a set of
layout candidates. The vanishing point-based method is based on the perspective geometry theory,
and is also limited by the strong Manhattan assumption. Since the vanishing point-based layout
hypotheses generation methods fail in highly cluttered indoor environments, Chao et al. [97] exploited
the relationship between people and the room box, as well as introducing both geometric and semantic
cues to improve the performance of vanishing point estimation. Park et al. [98] established a conditional
random field framework, where semantic features derived from semantic segmentation architecture
and orientation maps are integrated, to estimate an indoor layout from single images. Due to their
superior performance, deep-learning techniques are also used to provide high-level features for layout
estimation or to achieve an end-to-end layout estimation framework. Dasgupta et al. [2] classified a
single RGB image into five categories (i.e., left wall, front wall, right wall, ceiling, and ground) using a
fully convolutional network, and a refinement framework was then conducted to recover the spatial
layout. Lin et al. [92] designed an end-to-end fully convolutional network architecture by defining
an adaptive edge penalty and smoothness terms to achieve planar semantic layout estimation from a
single image.
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Figure 10. An illustration of the vanishing point-based method. (a) Detected line segments; (b) computed
vanishing points; (c) room layout hypothesizes. In (a), a set of line segments are detected and used
to find the vanishing points. The line segments in (a) are colored using the associated colors of the
vanishing points they correspond to. Then, several room layout hypothesizes are generated, which can
be ranked by a defined measure function to select the optimal one.

Edge-based methods consider layout estimation as the problem of finding all of the wall–floor,
wall–wall, and wall–ceiling boundaries. Mallya et al. [99] defined and found informative edge
probability maps using single images through a fully convolutional network, and then used a
maximum margin-structured classifier for generating layout estimation. Jahromi et al. [100] presented
a hypothesizing–verifying method, where a set of hypotheses were generated through both the random
line segment intersection and the virtual rays of vanishing points, and then used the geometric
reasoning-based verifying method to search for the optimal hypothesis for reconstructing the spatial
layout of a corridor scene. Zhang et al. [93] combined a deconvolutional network with an adaptive
sampling strategy to generate a high-quality edge map for room layout estimation.

Keypoint (or corner)-based methods focus on predicting the positions of the 2D keypoints
that define the room layout. For instance, Hirzer et al. [101] carried out a corner-targeted
hypothesize-and-test strategy, where different segmentation hypotheses were developed based on the
different numbers of visible walls to localize the corners and to predict the spatial layout based on
a monocular image. Instead of most hypotheses-verifying room layout estimations, Lee et al. [94]
developed an end-to-end room layout estimation framework for use on a monocular image, where the
keypoints that specify the room layout are localized and ordered. Fernandez et al. [91] also developed
a corner-based layout estimation framework from 360 images in an end-to-end manner.

Hybrid methods try to combine different layout elements and complement the limitations of each
other. Based on the Manhattan assumption, Chang et al. [102] formulated the indoor spatial layout
estimation problem into an energy optimization process from a monocular image, where the cost
function is defined using boundary and surface consistency. Zou et al. [95] proposed a method based
directly on a panoramic image to predict cuboid and more general layout through a combination of
multiple layout elements (e.g., corners and boundaries). Kruzhilov et al. [103] combined keypoint
maps and edge maps to predict the room layout using a double refinement network.

Integrating room layout estimation with other tasks (e.g., semantic segmentation or object
detection) is simultaneously performed, where room layout estimation can provide the spatial layout
knowledge for the reasoning in semantic segmentation or object detection task, while semantic
segmentation or object detection can also offer semantic information for room layout estimation.
Figure 11 provides an example of multi-task integration, where the edge map and segmentation
map are jointly estimated. This shows a general framework about multi-task integration based on
a hierarchical structure, which is composed of a single encoder and multiple heads for predicting
pre-defined scores based on different requirements. In this case, multiple predictions can be applied
to different applications for different purposes, while the learnable parameters are shared for high
computational efficiency, especially in settings where the ground truth data for all tasks are expensive to
collect. Hedau et al. [96] developed an indoor spatial layout estimation method based on single images,
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where spatial layout and surface labeling are jointly conducted and complemented. They proposed a
structure-learning algorithm to predict the parametric 3D box model of the global room space while
carrying out surface labeling of pixels. Taking the 3D interaction between objects and the spatial
layout into consideration, Gupta et al. [104] presented volumetric reasoning between indoor objects
and their layout to improve the existing structured prediction framework for layout reconstruction.
Pero et al. [105] combined layout prediction with object detection and localization in single images using
3D reasoning and a Bayesian inference for better understanding of indoor scenes. Schwing et al. [106]
proposed a branch and bound method for simultaneously performing room layout estimation and
object detection in cluttered indoor scenes. Zhang et al. [107] integrated both depth and appearance
features from RGB-D images to jointly predict the room layout and the clutter in indoor environments.
To jointly predict the 3D room structure and the interior objects, Bao et al. [108] integrated both geometry
information extracted from structure-from-motion points with semantic information using multi-view
images. Zhang et al. [109] designed an encoder–decoder network architecture, where the edge map
and semantic information were integrated, to reconstruct the room layout from a monocular image.
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In summary, layout estimation is achieved by identifying architectural structures (e.g., ceiling,
floor, wall). However, this process is very challenging due to considerable amounts of clutter, varying
lighting, large intra-class variance, and occlusions from the furniture. These types of methods attempt
to detect the keypoint, regions or edges to locate the architectural structures for achieving layout
estimation. More recently, deep-learning techniques effectively provide semantic information to assist
in decision making, and its hierarchical structure plays an important role in multi-task collaborative
optimization to produce a more reliable layout estimation.

4.1.3. Indoor–Outdoor Seamless Modeling

With the rising demand for indoor location-based service applications, the integration of indoor
and outdoor models over the same scene is also a novel topic. To the best of our knowledge, there
is a lack of focus in the literature on aligning indoor and outdoor models. Cohen et al. [110] took
window information into consideration to match indoor and outdoor scenes. Similarly, Koch et al. [111]
also detected the line segments of windows to automatically align indoor and outdoor models.
The geometric shape priors of windows provide important information for connecting indoor and
outdoor models, which offers a key insight for indoor–outdoor seamless modeling. Nevertheless,
the existing methods are limited by these geometric shape priors.

4.2. Semantic Modeling

Unlike geometric modeling, which does not care about what it contains, semantic modeling mainly
focuses on semantic labeling (e.g., object types), which plays an important role in semantically rich
and geometrically accurate indoor models. Moreover, public datasets, such as SUN RGB-D, ScanNet,
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NYU, Stanford 2D-3D-Semantic dataset, Matterport3D, etc., provide pixel-wise or point-wise dense
semantic annotation for evaluating the performance of the semantic segmentation results derived
from different methods. Most previous research primarily relied on hand-crafted features as the
input of the frequently-used classifier for automatic classification and of the probabilistic graphical
models, such as conditional random fields (CRFs) [33,112]. Also, Markov random fields (MRFs)
traditionally have been used to encode the contextual information in semantic segmentation. Figure 12
summarizes the general classification framework based on hand-crafted features. Silberman and
Fergus [33] developed a CRF-based model, combining 3D location, derived beforehand from depth
channels, with features captured from both the depth and color channels for indoor scene segmentation.
Ren et al. [113] adopted the kernel-based framework for transforming the pixel-level similarity within
each super-pixel into a patch descriptor, which was then integrated with contextual information
under the framework of MRFs for labeling RGB-D images. Silberman et al. [34] used depth cues
for enabling a more detailed and accurate geometric structure to interpret the major surfaces of
indoor scenes, i.e., floors, walls, supporting surfaces, and object regions, from RGB-D images and to
recover the physical support relations. Gupta et al. [114] effectively made use of depth information for
optimizing image segmentation, and defined the features of super-pixels for automatic classification
using the random forest classifier and the support vector machine (SVM) classifier. Khan et al. [112]
combined the appearance, location, boundaries, and layout of pixels under the framework of CRFs for
reasoning about a set of semantically meaningful classes from RGB-D images. Müller and Behnke [115]
established a CRF-based framework without prior information regarding scene layout, into which
color, depth, and 3D scene features were incorporated, for semantic annotation of RGB-D images.
Deng et al. [116] made full use of the 3D geometric structure derived from Kinect, and integrated the
global object co-occurrence constraint, the relative height relationship constraint, and the local support
relationship constraint using a CRF-based framework for segmenting and annotating RGB-D images of
indoor scenes. Unfortunately, these conventional methods usually consist of bottom-up segmentation,
feature extraction, and classification, and their final results depend on the results of each stage [3].
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Figure 12. General classification framework based on hand-crafted features.

With the availability of a convolutional neural network (CNN) in many applications, various
CNN-based architectures have been developed to extract high-level semantic features for semantic
segmentation in recent years. Without the need for engineered features, Farabet et al. [117] captured
texture, shape, and contextual information from regions with multiple sizes centered on each pixel
to extract dense feature vectors using a CNN architecture for scene labeling. Following the idea of a
region CNN (R-CNN) method [118], Gupta et al. [119] encoded the height above ground, the angle
with gravity for each pixel, and the horizontal disparity. Then, they extracted a set of regions of interest
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from an input image, computed the features for each extracted region using a CNN architecture,
and classified each extracted region using an SVM classifier for object detection. Finally, they established
a super-pixel-based classification framework [114] on the output of the object detectors for semantic
scene segmentation. Although they can produce a powerful feature representation based on CNN
architectures, these CNN-based region proposal-based methods exhibit a large amount of repeated
computation and make the system itself commit potential errors in the front-end segmentation
algorithm [120].

To deal with the limitations from which these CNN-based region proposal methods suffer,
fully convolutional network (FCN)-based methods [121] demonstrate efficient feature extraction
and end-to-end training, and thus have become increasingly popular for semantic segmentation.
Figure 13 outlines an end-to-end classification framework based on deep learning, where some typical
modules [122–124] are summarized. Additionally, this type of network can take arbitrarily sized inputs
and produce outputs of corresponding size. Hazirbas et al. [125] established an encoder–decoder-based
architecture, where the complementary depth cues were fused into the extracted RGB feature maps
during the encoder procedures for indoor semantic segmentation. Husain et al. [3] combined semantic
features from the color images, the geometric features, and the proposed distance-from-wall feature
for object class segmentation of an indoor scene. Jiang et al. [126] combined an RGB-D-based fully
convolutional neural network with a depth-sensitive fully-connected conditional random field to refine
semantic segmentation results. Cheng et al. [127] incorporated locally visual and geometric information
for recovering sharp object boundaries, and used a gated fusion layer for adjusting the combination of
RGB and depth cues for improving the performance of object detection. Lin et al. [128] used the depth
cues to split the scene into multiple layers with similar visual characteristics, and then proposed a
context-aware receptive field for making full use of the common visual characteristics of the observed
scenes. Finally, they implemented a multi-branch-based network model for segmenting RGB-D images.
To sufficiently exploit contextual information, Li et al. [129] carried out a two-stream FCN to determine
the RGB and depth features, and gradually fused these features from a high level to a low level for
indoor scene semantic segmentation. Jiang et al. [130] developed an encoder–decoder architecture to
extract RGB information and depth information separately and to fuse the information over several
layers for indoor semantic segmentation. By incorporating the depth information, the spatial geometric
information, which is more invariant to illumination changes and appearances, can be derived for the
improvement of semantic segmentation. Guo and Chen [131] adopted a deep CNN for estimating a
depth map from a single RGB image and integrated the estimated depth image with the original RGB
image for enhancing the performance of indoor semantic segmentation.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 32 
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Figure 13. An end-to-end classification framework based on deep learning. CNN, convolutional
neural network.
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In summary, compared with hand-crafted feature-based methods, an end-to-end framework based
on deep-learning architecture exhibits superior performance, in which different scales of information
are extracted and combined under a hierarchical structure. Meanwhile, the strong computational
capability, especially when using a graphics processing unit (GPU), enables the use of large-scale
data for learning. Moreover, due to its superior capability in information aggregation, convolutional
operation used not only the regular/structured data (e.g., image or RGB-D image), but also the
non-structured data (e.g., point clouds), which provide more solutions to better interpret the indoor
scene data and allows more information from different perspectives for making the decision.

4.3. Topological Modeling

Unlike outdoor spaces, where a specific location is defined and represented by coordinate reference
systems, the position in an indoor space is usually marked using a cell identifier or a symbolic code.
Additionally, the distance between any two positions in an outdoor space can be determined and
computed by the linear length in between. However, the situation in an indoor space is different and is
affected by architectural structures (such as walls and doors). As a consequence, any spatial information
model suitable for outdoor space cannot simply be applied to an indoor space due to their differences
(such as the influences of architectural structures and lack of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
signals). Therefore, to manage and maintain complicated indoor space information efficiently, it is
necessary to extend and develop 3D building spatial information models for supporting location-based
services through topological information [132]. That is, the semantically-rich representation of an
indoor environment requires not only geometry and semantics, but also topology [74], which offers
useful information about geometrical objects such as door locations or exit points in a building to
enable the capability of dynamic routing and door-to-door movement [133]. As shown in Figure 14,
a dual graph is constructed to represent connectivity relations (black solid lines) and adjacency
relations (red dashed lines) [80]. Thus, spatial relationship recovery plays an important role in indoor
applications, ranging from path planning and indoor navigation to localization-based services.
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Topology suggests the way in which rooms, corridors, stairs, and doors are interrelated or
arranged, usually providing the following information: “Which room is adjacent to which room?”
and “Which door connects which room?” [134] The existing methods available to model indoor
topological relationships generally can be categorized into three classes: subdivision method models,
grid models, and hybrid models. Based on these indoor topological models, complicated spatial analysis
(e.g., finding the shortest and most natural path for specific situations) can be implemented [135].
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The subdivision method partitions the interior space into a set of non-overlapped cells to analyze
and extract their topological relationships, which is usually represented by node-and-edge graph
structures. Thrun et al. [136] used artificial neural networks and Bayesian integration to extract
high-level information from a grid map, where the critical points on a Voronoi diagram were identified,
for generating a topological map. Joo et al. [137] performed corner feature-based virtual door detection
and adopted a genetic algorithm to generate a topological map from an occupancy grid map. Portugal
and Rocha [138] also extracted a simple topological graph-like representation from a grid map to
assist the navigation task. Yang and Worboys [139] transformed a combinational map that included
both geometry and semantic information into graph-based indoor structures to describe the topology
and connectivity. Tran et al. [134] divided point clouds into navigable and non-navigable space,
and then used grammar rules for topological relationship reconstruction. Rather than the subdivision
of indoor spaces, Sithole et al. [140] constructed a generalized graph of indoor spaces by iteratively
simplifying their floor maps. Based on the graph structures, the subdivision method has high efficiency
in terms of path and query analyses, but ignores spatial location information. Grid models are
established based on the voxel-based method to consider path size for offering users several indoor
paths. Demyen et al. [141] represented the indoor environment based on an irregular triangulation
network and implemented pathfinding analysis. Li et al. [142] established a grid graph-based model
to represent an indoor space by considering its structural and spatial properties, and showed the
proposed model’s potential through indoor space analysis. Arjona et al. [143] simplified occupancy
grid indoor mapping for low-cost robots. Xu et al. [144] extracted the required geometric and semantic
information from the BIM model and established a 2D grid navigational network by considering
obstacles. Compared with the subdivision method, grid models retain positional information but
increase the data volume and computational complexity, as well as reducing spatial analysis efficiency.
To combine the advantages of the subdivision method and the regular grid models, and to alleviate
their limitations, the development of a hybrid model can improve the balance of a single model. Li and
Lee [145] proposed a lattice-based indoor topology representation model, which is able to provide an
explicit representation of not only containment and overlap, but also adjacency on the lattice concept.
Lin et al. [146] combined a topology graph and a grid model to enhance the performance of spatial
analysis and to provide positional information.

In order to make the interoperability of indoor spatial data available, several spatial data standards
(e.g., IFC, CityGML, and IndoorGML) [147] have been developed in recent years to define, organize,
and store detailed indoor physical environments. Among these data standards, each satisfies the
unique needs of a specific application, and numerous studies regarding topology generation have been
proposed. Khan et al. [148] performed an automatic geometric, semantic, and topological transformation
from an existing semantic 3D building model (e.g., IFC or CityGML LoD4) to IndoorGML. Mirvahabi
and Abbaspour [149] derived the IndoorGML data file from the OpenStreetMap file. Referring to
IndoorGML, Zhu et al. [150] defined Indoor Multi-Dimensional Location GML mainly for indoor
location and navigation. Teo and Yu [151] converted the topological relationships from BIM into an
indoor network model stored in IndoorGML structures. Srivastava et al. [152] extracted relevant
geometric entities and their topological relationships from CAD drawings and added semantic
information to extend the existing IndoorGML. Tessema et al. [153] extracted both semantic and
topological information from an occupancy grid map and translated this extracted information into
a semantic node-relation graph stored in IndoorGML format. Motivated by a museum case study,
Kontarinis et al. [154] established a semantic indoor trajectory model by combining the existing
semantic outdoor trajectory models and the semantically rich hierarchical indoor space symbolic model.
Flikweert et al. [155] automatically extracted a navigation graph from trajectory-based mobile point
clouds, where connected spaces, walkable spaces, rooms, and corridors were identified and organized,
and stored them in an IndoorGML format. Mortari et al. [156] proposed a navigation model using
geometric information from CityGML and introduced semantic elements (e.g., openings) into the
establishing indoor navigation model for meeting human needs. Starting from the raw point clouds,
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Nikoohemat et al. [157] developed a 3D indoor reconstruction method, which also involved obstacles,
to perform navigation and path planning.

Although the existing data standards define, organize, manage, and store detailed indoor spatial
information to support different indoor applications, more efforts are needed to discover and implement
their potential aspects and to further complement their current versions, which might not be explicitly
explained in the standard document [158]. For instance, IndoorGML version 1 was developed to
satisfy the requirements of indoor navigation applications (e.g., indoor location-based services and
routing services), but other requirements (e.g., facility management) are expected to be handled in
its future versions [145]. Furthermore, there have been some combinations to complement each
other for satisfying the specific requirements of different indoor applications. As complementary to
one another, Kim et al. [159] generated IndoorGML data from CityGML LoD4 and offered external
references from IndoorGML to an object in CityGML LoD4. Liu et al. [160] integrated IndoorGML with
IndoorLocationGML, where IndoorGML offers the subdivision of indoor spaces, while the location
semantics in IndoorLocationGML can be introduced. To address the limitations of the standardized
level of detail (LoD), Tang et al. [161] extended an indoor LoD specification using both IFC and
IndoorGML to achieve a full LoD specification for 3D building models. Zeng and Kang [162] extracted
navigational elements from RGB-D data and encoded them under the framework of IndoorGML.
Alattas et al. [163] considered the access rights of indoor spaces and developed a conceptual model
that combines the Land Administration Domain Model (LADM) and IndoorGML to define the rights,
restrictions, and responsibilities of users. Moreover, some recommendations have been discussed
with the intent of improving the future standard. Diakité et al. [164] pointed out that several concepts
(e.g., cell sub-spacing) in the current version of IndoorGML should be improved, and proposed several
criteria to automatically perform indoor sub-division processes.

5. Trends and Challenges

In recent years, the 3D reconstruction of indoor environments has become increasingly popular for
the development of many indoor applications, such as navigation guidance, emergency management,
building maintenance, and renovation planning, as well as a range of indoor location-based services
(e.g., way-finding and contextualized content delivery). Therefore, this literature review provides
a summary related to the state-of-the-art techniques for 3D reconstruction of indoor environments.
With the ongoing development of research, the challenges and trends of the current techniques are
discussed in this section.

5.1. Non-Manhattan Assumption

The major limitation in the existing methods is generally related to the strong Manhattan
assumption [92,94,96,97,102–104,109], where the main structures of buildings are assumed to be
rectangular and to intersect orthogonally. However, indoor spaces with complex geometric
structures (e.g., cylindrical walls, spherical ceilings, L-shaped layout, or other non-planar
structures [20,95,165–167]) occur in current indoor environments. Thus, recovering a complete 3D
indoor model with arbitrary geometric shapes is an interesting topic for future study [95,168].

5.2. Multi-Task Collaborative Optimization

The objective of a single task usually fails to generate enough information for robustly achieving
the ideal requirements. Multi-task collaborative optimization offers redundant and complementary
information from different perspectives to assist task completion. For example, for collaboratively
estimating room layout and for detecting 3D objects [106,169], room layout estimation provides
information of spatial constraints for object detection, while object detection also offers occlusion
information for room layout estimation, thus complementing one another. Another example is to
jointly optimize the room layout and the semantic segmentation task [109]. Moreover, multi-task
collaborative optimization can also achieve shared weights in designed network architectures for
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reducing training and computational costs [170,171]. Thus, the integration of multi-task collaborative
optimization and deep-learning techniques will also be a future focus for indoor environment modeling
and applications.

5.3. Indoor Scene Understanding by Combining Both Spatial and Temporal Consistencies

Previous work mainly focuses on modeling the spatial information or the spatial context based
on a single RGB(-D) image, where spatial consistency has been widely used as an inherent constraint
in indoor environment modeling and applications. However, little attention has been paid to the
consistency of the sequences of images [172]. Therefore, temporal consistency of the sequences in many
indoor modeling and real-world applications is an issue that needs to be resolved [127,173–179] since,
for complex dynamic scenes, moving objects exhibit similar shapes and appearances, both spatially
and temporally [180]. Hence, the combination of both spatial and temporal consistencies will also
be important in order to improve the robustness of indoor scene understanding (e.g., semantic
segmentation and object detection).

5.4. Automatic Reconstruction of Indoor Models with Different Levels of Detail

Until now, the structural modeling of buildings has only focused on the main structural elements
(e.g., walls, floors, ceilings, and openings) [14,76,79,83,181,182]. To facilitate a range of location-based
services, a more detailed 3D indoor model with interior furniture (specifically obstacles) should be
defined and established for fine-grained applications [183], where its space structures are described
and the interior furniture is also modeled [10,184]. Although the interior objects are involved in LoD4,
it is obvious that the current LoD definition might be insufficient to meet the needs for the rising
variety of applications, which may require interior structures with different accuracy levels. In future
work, more geometric features should be explored in order to produce more robust indoor spatial
information models with accurate geometry and rich semantics.

5.5. Indoor–Outdoor Space Seamless Integration

To enable people to move seamlessly between buildings and surrounding areas, a full
representation of both interior and exterior buildings is necessary to offer support in the indoor–outdoor
context [161,185]. However, this is challenging due to the differences in their physical structures, spatial
relationships between entities, and so on [186]. For example, there are few visual correspondences that
are part of both interior and exterior models for their alignment [111]. Moreover, it is also inaccurate to
perform a complete reconstruction for capturing the entire scene from the outside to inside because of
drifts or a lack of matchable features in most cases [111]. Thus, robustly stitching indoor and outdoor
models together with no/few visual overlaps has become an active topic.

6. Conclusions

This paper conducted a comprehensive review in order to analyze and summarize the 3D
reconstruction of indoor environments. Because of the importance of the development of 3D
reconstruction techniques for indoor environments, we first provided a brief description of the
available benchmark datasets that can be used to evaluate the performance of different algorithms,
as well as the data-collection methods regarding 3D indoor spaces. Since indoor scene reconstruction
is far from being satisfactory in terms of accuracy and precision, an increasing number of datasets
are being released as benchmarks to enable comparisons among different reconstruction methods
(including geometric, semantic, and topological) and to promote international state-of-the-art research.
Meanwhile, with the development of sensor technology, the use of a variety of sensors, e.g., cameras
(monocular, stereo, video, or panoramic), laser scanners, and depth cameras, for dealing with data
collection tasks and the SLAM-based framework, especially using monocular vision due to its low cost,
is becoming mainstream for collecting data.
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Therefore, this review offered a detailed analysis and summary of the existing studies related
to the 3D reconstruction of indoor environments, which can be divided into different categories
according to their inherent principles and application requirements. Rather than offering a
quantitative analysis among different methods, we mainly focused on introducing the relevant
theories (e.g., geometric, semantic, and topological reconstruction of indoor environments) and
their advantages and disadvantages. With regard to geometric reconstruction, most of the existing
methods are based on the strong Manhattan assumption and mainly focus on the reconstruction of
main architectural structures. The reconstruction of interior furniture and the seamless modeling of
indoor and outdoor spaces are still in their infancy. Moreover, although the cluttered and occluded
characteristics of indoor environments still pose great challenges to semantic modeling, deep-learning
techniques and strong data operational capability, especially based on the use of a GPU, can improve the
generalization of learnable models to obtain better interpretation results. In addition, the hierarchical
pyramid structures of deep-learning architectures enable multi-task collaborative schemes to jointly
optimize each other using redundant and complementary information from different perspectives,
which demonstrates their potential for use in the 3D reconstruction of indoor environments. In addition,
the occurrence of spatial data standards (e.g., IFC, CityGML, and IndoorGML) is beneficial for defining,
organizing, and storing detailed indoor physical environments, and satisfies the unique needs of a
specific application. Although the existing data standards define, organize, manage, and store detailed
indoor spatial information to support different indoor applications, more efforts are needed to discover
and implement their potential aspects and to further complement their current versions, which might
not be explicitly explained in the standard document.

Finally, the challenges and trends faced by the current techniques, such as indoor scene
reconstruction without the strong Manhattan assumption, multi-task collaborative optimization
to complement each other, scene understanding by combining both spatial and temporal consistency,
automatic reconstruction of indoor models with different levels of detail, and indoor–outdoor space
seamless integration, were summarized and discussed.
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